GM 3.8L V6 Intake Manifold (Upper) with
double-isolated EGR transfer.
Made in USA
Magnum Set No. MA40001
TM

Prevent Manifold Meltdown and engine damage
with a steel tube and sleeve separated by an air gap!

MAGNUM DESIGN ADVANTAGES
• The plastic manifold EGR passage is lined with a stainless steel
sleeve in addition to use of steel EGR transfer tubes with reduced
OD. This provides two layers of steel isolation and an air gap 		
between hot EGR gases and the plastic manifold. This prevents
EGR burn-through into the coolant passage and subsequent
engine damage.
• The wall thickness of the coolant passages has been increased by
50% to eliminate weak areas and prevent coolant leaks.
• The size of the bolt columns has been increased 100% to provide
improved bolt torque retention.
• The runner insert has increased surface area for improved sealing
of the mounting gasket.

INCLUDES COMPLETE MAGNUM UPPER
MANIFOLD GASKET SET...

• Includes lower manifold cooler plate gasket to avoid double work
when needed

Plus Complete PCV valve assembly is included in manifold (see reverse).

PCV Valve is included!

Save time and money!
For your convenience, we
include the two O-rings,
PCV valve, PCV spring,
and plastic cap with the
manifold, saving time
and ensuring a
better installation!

Why Magnum?
Why Now?

World Class Aftermarket Gaskets

Magnum gaskets by Dana offers
tremendous value in our line of high-tech
automotive gaskets for the most popular
manifold, valve cover and oil pan
applications. Magnum gaskets feature
problem-solving designs and materials,
including our family of precision molded
gaskets - Magnum MaxDry™, Magnum MaxDry SS™ and Magnum
MaxDry STL™.

In recent years, the fuel economy and dependability of diesel
engines have made them favorites of many pickup truck buyers.
Due to their popularity, diesel engine components frequently appear
on lists of the most popular pickup truck parts. Gaskets on diesel
engines work in especially
severe environments and must
be designed and manufactured
to OE or better standards.

Dana is an ISO and TS certified manufacturer, dedicated to serving
the needs of global technicians and our distribution partners. Magnum features problem-solving designs to service challenging late
model applications, such as intake manifold gaskets for vehicles
using extended life (OAT) anti-freeze. Throughout the line, you’ll find
top quality gasket
materials and
constructions for the
most frequently
serviced vehicles on
the road – from
subcompacts to
muscle cars.

As a result, popular valve cover,
oil pan and manifold gasket
sets for Ford Powerstroke V8s, GM Duramax V8s, Dodge and other
inline 6 engines are an important element of the e-cataloged
Magnum gasket line for cars and light trucks.

www.magnumGaskets.com
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